
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

A. General:
1. This booklet is your Question Paper.
2. The Question paper, (IQ),  consists 30 Single Choice Question. Each Question has four choices

(A), (B), (C) and (D) out of which ONLY ONE  is correct.
3. (Physics),(Chemistry), (Mathematics).Each part consists 15 Single Choice Question. Each

Question has four choices (A), (B), (C) and (D) out of which ONLY ONE  is correct.
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6. The answer sheet, a machine-readable Optical Response Sheet (ORS) is provided separately
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[IQ]
[ONLY ONE IS CORRECT TYPE]

This Part contains 30 Single choice questions. Each question has four choices(A), (B), (C) and (D) out of
which Only one is correct.

Directions (Questions 1 to 3) :
In each of the following letter series, some of the letters are missing which are given in that
order as one of the alternatives below it. Choose the correct alternative.

1. C  bba  cab  ac  ab  ac
(A) abcbc (B) acbcb (C) babcc (D) bcacb

2. cccbb  aa  cc  bbbaa  c
(A) acbc (B) baca (C) baba (D) acba

3.  a  b  abaa  bab  abb
(A) aaabb (B) ababb (C) babab (D) babba

Directions (Questions 4 to 6) :
In each of the following questions, four pairs of words are given out of which the words  in three
pairs bear a certain common relationship. Choose the pair in which the words are differently
related.

4. (A) Cat : Paw (B) Lizard : Pad (C) Horse : Hoof (D) man : Leg
5. (A) Oil : Lamp (B) Water : Tap (C) Oxygen : Life (D) Power: Machine
6. (A) Stamp : Letter (B) Ticket: Train (C) Ink : Pen (D) Car : Engine
Direction (Question 7 to 9) :

In each of the following questions, number series is given with one term missing. Choose the
correct alternative that will continue the same pattern and replace the questions mark in the
given series.

7. 1, 9, 25, 49, ?, 121
(A) 64 (B) 81 (C) 91 (D) 100

8. 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 25, ?
(A) 26 (B) 27 (C) 29 (D) 37

9. 2, 5, 9, ?, 20, 27
(A) 14 (B) 16 (C) 18 (D) 24

(Space for rough work)
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Directions (Question 10 to 12) :
In each of the following questions, one term in the number series is wrong. Find out the wrong
term.

10. 3, 10, 27, 4, 16, 64, 5, 25, 125
(A) 3 (B) 4 (C) 10 (D) 27

11. 2, 5, 10, 17, 26, 37, 50, 64
(A) 17 (B) 26 (C) 37 (D) 64

12. 16, 22, 30, 45, 52, 66
(A) 30 (B) 45 (C) 52 (D) 66

Direction (Question 13 to 15) :
In each of the following questions, various terms of an alphabet series are given with one or
more terms missing as shown by (?). Choose the missing terms out of the given alternatives.

13. a, d, c, f, ?, h, g, ?, i
(A) e, j (B) e, k (C) f, j (D) j, e

14. A, D, H, M, ?, Z
(A) T (B) G (C) N (D) S

15. Y, W, T, P, K, E, X, ?, ?
(A) G, H (B) P, G (C) R, G (D) S, R

Directions (Question 16 to 20) :
Read the following information carefully and answer the questions given below it :
Seven friends Kamla, Manish, Rohit, Amit, Gaurav, Pritam and Priya are sitting in a circle.
Kamla, Manish, Rohit, Amit, Pritam and Priya are sitting at equal distance from each other,
rohit is sitting two places right of Pritam, who is sitting one place right of Amit, Kamla forms an
angle of 90 degrees from Gaurav and an angle of 120 degrees from Manish, Manish is just
opposite priya and is sitting on the left of Gaurav.

16. Who is the only person sitting between Rohit and Manish?
(A) Pritam (B) Amit (C) Gaurav (D) Kamla

17. Gaurav is not sitting at equal distances from
(A) Rohit and Pritam (B) Amit and Kamla
(C) Manish and Pritam (D) All of the above

18. Gaurav is sitting ......... of Priya
(A) to the left (B) to the right (C) two places right (D) None of these

19. The angle beetween Gaurav and manish is the clockwise direction is
(A) 150o (B) 180o (C) 210o (D) None of these

20. Which of the following statements is not correct?
(A) Pritam is between Manish and Kamla (B) Manish is two places away from Priya
(C) Gaurav is sitting opposite Pritam (D) All of the above

(Space for rough work)
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Direction (Question 21 to 25) :
(i) A, B, C, D and E are five friends.
(ii) B is elder to E, but not as tall as C.
(iii) C is younger to A, and is taller to D and E
(iv) A is taller to D, but younger than E.
(v) D is elder to A but is shortest in the group.

21. Who among the following is the eldest?
(A)  A (B) B (C) C (D) None of these

22. Which of the following pairs of students is elder to D?
(A) BA (B) BC (C) BE (D) None of these

23. Which of the following statements is correct about B?
(i) B is not the tallest. (ii) B is shorter to E
(iii) When they are asked to stand in ascending order with respect to their heights, B is in the
middle.
(A) Only (i) is correct (B) Only (i) and (ii) are correct
(C) All are correct (D) All are incorrect

24. If F, another friend, is taller than C, how many of them will be between F and E according to
their height?
(A) None (B) One (C) Two (D) None of these

25. If a selection is to be made among them who would be relatively older and also taller, who
among them should be chosen?
(A) A (B) B (C) C (D) D

Direction (Question 26 to 30) :
Study the given information carefully and answer the questions that follow :
(i) Six friends P, Q, R, S, T and U are member of a club and play a different game of Football
cricket, Tennis, Basketball, Badminton and volleyball.
(ii) T, who is taller than P and S. Plays tennis
(iii) The tallest among them plays  Basketball
(iv) The shortest among them plays volleyball.
(v) Q and S neither pay volleyball nor Basketball.
(vi) R plays volleyball.
(vii) T is between Q who plays football and P in order of height.

26. Who among them is taller than R but shorter than P?
(A) Q (B) T (C) U (D) None of these

(Space for rough work)
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27. Who will be at the third place if they are arranged in the descending order of their heights?
(A) Q (B) P (C) S (D) T

28. Which of the following statements is not true?
(A) P is shorter than R (B) Q is taller than S
(C) T is taller than R (D) U is taller than Q

29. Who among them plays Basketball?
(A) Q (B) R (C) S (D) U

30. What is does S play?
(A) Cricket (B) Badminton
(C) Either Cricket or Badminton (D) None of these

(Space for rough work)
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[PHYSICS]
[ONLY ONE IS CORRECT TYPE]

This Part contains 15 Single choice questions. Each question has four choices(A), (B), (C) and (D) out
of which Only one is correct.

31. In the following circuits (figure), heat produced in the resistor or combination of resistors
connected to a 12V battery will be:

(I)
(II) (III)

+ -

12V

2W

+ -

12V

2W 2W

+ -
12V

2W2W

(A)Same in all the cases (B) Minimum in case I
(C) Maximum in case II (D) Maximum in case III

32. Electrical resistivity of a given metallic wire depends upon:
(A) Its length (B) its thickness
(C) Its shape (D) nature of the material

33. What is the maximum resistance which can be made using five resistors each of which is
1 / 5W ?

(A) 1/5W (B) 10W (C) 5W (D) 1W
34. The resistivity does not change if:

(A)The material is changed (B) the temperature is changed
(C)The shape of the resistor is changed (D) both material and temperature are changed

35. Unit of electric power may also be expressed as:
(A) volt ampere (B) kilowatt hour (C)watt second (D) joule second

36. In an experiment to study the dependence of current on potential
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

1 2 3 4

V (volt)

I (A)
difference across a resistor, a student obtained the graph as
shown in the diagram. The value of resistance of the resistor is,
(A) 0.1 ohm (B) 1.0 ohm
(C) 10 ohm (D) 100 ohm

(Space for rough work)
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37. Four students A,B,C and D set up the circuits for studying the dependence of the current
through a resistor on the potential difference across it, as follows:

 
V+ -

R

A
+

-

+ -

K
(A)

V+ -

R

A
+

-

+-

K
(B)

V+ -

R

A
+

- + -

K
    (C)

A+ -

R

V
+

- + -

K
    (D)

The correct set up is that of student:
(A) A (B) B (C) C (D) D

38. Which of the following is used to make a solar cell?
(A) Silicon (B) Graphite (C) Mercury (D) Platinum

39. A constant current flows in a horizontal wire in the plane of the paper from east to west as
shown in the figure. The direction of magnetic field at a point will be North to South

(A) directly above the wire
(B) directly below the wire
(C) at a point located in the plane of the paper, on the north side of the wire
(D) at a point located in the plane of the paper, on the south side of the wire.

40. Figure shows a ray of light as it travels from medium A to medium B. Refractive index  of the
medium B relative to medium A is:

 (A) 
3
2

 (B) 
2
3

45
45

30
60

Medium B

Medium A

(C) 
1
2 (D) 2

(Space for rough work)
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41. The path of a ray of light coming from air passing through a rectangular glass slab traced by
four
Students are shown as A, B, and D in Figure. Which one of them is correct?

(A) (B) C( ) (D)

(A)A (B) B (C) C (D) D
42. A spherical mirror and a thin spherical lens have each focal length of –15cm. The mirror and

the lens are likely to be:
(A) both concave
(B) both convex
(C) the mirror is concave and the lens is convex
(D) the mirror is convex and the lens is concave

43. Which of the following ray diagram is correct for the ray         

F FO

F FO F FO

F FO F FO

Fig A Fig B

Fig DFig  C

of light incident on a lens shown in figure?

(A) Fig A

(B) Fig B

(C) Fig C

(D) Fig D
44. At noon the sun appears white as:

(A) light is least scattered
(B) all the colours of the white light are scattered away
(C) blue colour is scattered the most
(D) red colour is scattered the most

45. The velocity of light in vacuum is 8 13 10 m s  and in glass is 8 12 10 ms . The refractive index of
glass is
(A) 2 (B) 1.5 (C) 1.33 (D) 1.8

(Space for rough work)
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[CHEMISTRY]
[ONLY ONE IS CORRECT TYPE]

This Part contains 15 Single choice questions. Each question has four choices(A), (B), (C) and (D) out
of which Only one is correct.

46. Which of the following is the most active metal?

(A) Al (B) K (C) Na (D) Mg

47. Among the following oxides, which is the most acidic?

(A) SiO2 (B) P4O10 (C) SO3 (D) Cl2O7

48. Which of the following element is a semimetal?

(A) Na (B) Cs (C) Ga (D) C

49. Which of the following pH values corresponds to that of basic solution?

(A) 3 (B) 5 (C) 7 (D) 9

50. Which of the following cannot form more than one acid salt?

(A) CH3COOH (B) HOOC-COOH (C) H3PO4 (D) H3PO3

51. The colour of phenolphthalein indicator in basic solution is

(A) yellow (B) green (C) pink (D) orange

52. The molecular mass of a hydrocarbon was determined to be 72. It is

(A) An alkane (B) an alkene (C) an alkyne (D) none

53. The IUPAC name of the following compound is

CH3C(CH3)2—CH = CH2

(A) 3, 3, 3 - trimethyl propene - 1 (B) 1, 1, 1 - trimethyl - 3 propene

(C) 3, 3 – dimethylbut-1-ene (D) 1, 1 - dimethyl 3 - butane

54. Chemically, detergents are

(A) sodium or potassium salt of higher fatty acids (B) polymers

(C) Sodium salts of sulphonic acids (D) polyamides
(Space for rough work)
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55. Which metal is generally found in native state?

(A) Cu (B) Au (C) Al (D) Na

56. In thermite process, the reducing agent is:

(A) C (B) Zn (C) Na (D) Al

57. Which compound among the following does not contain an ionic bond?

(A) NaOH (B) HCl (C) K2S (D) LiH

58. In micelles …. Is attached with oil.

(A) COO Na  (B) 3 3SO Na , SO Na     (C) hydrocarbon tail (D) Na+ or K+

59. Simplest alkyne is

(A) CH (B) CH2 (C) C2H2 (D) C2H4

60. The IUPAC name of the compound

H2C CH2

CH3

CH2 HC CH2

CH3

CH2

CH3

(A) 1, 3, 6-trimethylhexane (B) 4-methyloctane

(C) 1, 4, 6-trimethylhexane (D) 5-methyloctane

(Space for rough work)
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[MATHEMATICS]
[ONLY ONE IS CORRECT TYPE]

This Part contains 15 Single choice questions. Each question has four choices(A), (B), (C) and (D) out
of which Only one is correct.

61. If the HCF of 65 and 117 is expressible in the form 65m – 117, then the value of m is

(A) 4 (B) 2 (C) 1 (D) 3

62. If two positive integers a and b are written as a = x3y2 and b = xy3; x, y are prime numbers, then
HCF (a, b) is

(A) xy (B) xy2 (C) x3y3 (D) x2y2

63. If the zeroes of the quadratic polynomial x2 + (a + 1) x + b are 2 and –3, then

(A) a = –7, b = –1 (B) a = 5, b = –1 (C) a = 2, b = – 6 (D) a = 0, b = – 6

64. The pair of equations x + 2y + 5 = 0 and –3x – 6y + 1 = 0 have

(A) a unique solution (B) exactly two solutions

(C) infinitely many solutions (D) no solution

65. Values of k for which the quadratic equation 2x2 – kx + k = 0 has equal roots is

(A) 0 only (B) 4 (C) 8 only (D) 0, 8

66. In an AP, if a = 3.5, d = 0, n = 101, then an will be

(A) 0 (B) 3.5 (C) 103.5 (D) 104.5

67. The area of a triangle with vertices A (3, 0), B (7, 0) and C (8, 4) is

(A) 14 (B) 28 (C) 8 (D) 6

68. The value of the expression [cosec (75° +  ) – sec (15° – ) – tan (55° +  ) + cot (35° –  )]
is

(A) – 1 (B) 0 (C) 1 (D) 3/2

69. At one end A of a diameter AB of a circle of radius 5 cm, tangent XAY is drawn to the circle. The
length of the chord CD parallel to XY and at a distance 8 cm from A is

(A) 4 cm (B) 5 cm (C) 6 cm (D) 8 cm

(Space for rough work)
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70. To draw a pair of tangents to a circle which are inclined to each other at an angle of 60°, it is
required to draw tangents at end points of those two radii of the circle, the angle between them
should be

(A) 135° (B) 90° (C) 60° (D) 120°

71. If the perimeter of a circle is equal to that of a square, then the ratio of their areas is

(A) 22 : 7 (B) 14 : 11 (C) 7 : 22 (D) 11: 14

72. Twelve solid spheres of the same size are made by melting a solid metallic cylinder of base
diameter 2 cm and height 16 cm. The diameter of each sphere is

(A) 4 cm (B) 3 cm (C) 2 cm (D) 6 cm

73. If two solid hemispheres of same base radius r are joined together along their bases, then
curved surface area of this new solid is

(A) 4 r2 (B) 6 r2 (C) 3 r2 (D) 8 r2

74. The radius of a circle whose circumference is equal to the sum of the circumferences of the
two circles of diameters 36cm and 20 cm is

(A) 56 cm (B) 42 cm (C) 28 cm (D) 16 cm

75. Graphically, the pair of equations

6x – 3y + 10 = 0

2x – y + 9 = 0

Represents two lines which are

(A) intersecting at exactly one point. (B) intersecting at exactly two points.

(C) coincident. (D) parallel.

(Space for rough work)


